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Data Deletion
We treat data privacy seriously. Your data confidentiality is
extended beyond the useful life cycle of your data. When
comes to data deletion or migration, Claritas™ complies with
proper process on data disposal. Upon termination of your
subscription or contract, our support personnel follow rigorous
data handling procedures to ensure no copies of your data are
kept in primary as well as backup site. Successful execution of
delete operation removes all references to the associated data
item.

Data Backup and Retention
We provide numerous levels of redundancy to ensure maximum
availability to your data. Data is replicated to three separate
nodes within the cloud, minimizing the impact of hardware
failures. Based on your business needs, system automatically
performs periodical data archival and backup to ensure optimal
performance of the system. You may also choose to do optional
personalized backup where data is periodically extracted from
cloud storage to your offsite private storage.

Internal staff
Claritas™ internal staff practices high level of professionalism
and integrity when working with customer’s application and
data. We implement tight access control to sensitive customer
data, hence limiting unauthorized access to application, system
and network level. Our developer and support follow team
follows formal process when they are required to access to
confidential customer account or related information, and this
is only done with request and acknowledgement from the
client. With a combination of multi-tier security access feature,
we are able to enhance independent detection of malicious
activity that may be a potential threat to your data privacy.
Your data security is our utmost priority and you can sit back
and realizing your application is thoroughly protected.
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